"Stuff, girl" said the lady: "I am fifty. I am a neuter. Theyre
used to me. Get along with you."
"You need not fear: they are not white men*' said the black
girl rather contemptuously. "Why do you call yourselves the
Caravan of the Curious? "What are you curious about? Are you
curious about God?"
There was such a hearty laugh at this that those who were
having a nap woke up and had to have the joke repeated to them.
"Many hundred years have passed since there has been any
curiosity on that subject in civilized countries" said one of the
gentlemen.
"Not since the fifteenth century, I should say" said another.
"Shakespear is already quite Godless."
/'Shakespear was not everybody" said a third. "The national
/'anthem belongs to the eighteenth century. In it you find us
ordering God about to do our political dirty work."
"Not the same God" said the second gentleman. "In the
middle ages God was conceived as ordering us about and keeping
our noses to the grindstone. With the rise of the bourgeoisie and
the shaking off by the feudal aristocracy of the duties that used to
be the price of their privileges you get a new god, who is ordered
about and has his nose kept to the grindstone by the upper
classes. 'Confound their politics; frustrate their knavish tricks'
and so forth."
"Yes/* said the first gentleman; "and also a third god of the
petty bourgeoisie, whose job it is, when they have filled the re-
cording angel's slate with their trade dishonesties for the week, to
wipe die slate clean with his blood on Sunday."
"Both these gods are still going strong"* said the third gentle-
man. "If you doubt it, try to provide a decent second verse for
the national anthem; or to expunge the Atonement from the
prayerbook."
"That makes six gods that I have met or heard of in my
search; but none of them is the God I seek" said the black girl,
"Are you in search of God?" said the first gentleman. "Had
you not better be content with Mumbo Jumbo, or whatever you
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